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Drug Trafficking and Regional Order in Central Asia
Yuichi NAKAMURA
　After the independence in 1991, Central Asian states faced with problems such as socio-economical confusion and 
regional conflicts as a result of transition from socialist system.  At that time, in Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan, becoming 
one of the main route of the drug trafficking from Afghanistan, economical informalization and contraction of state 
power occurred in parallel.  Both phenomena interacted and constituted main factors of the destabilization of regional 
order.  This article at first surveys the situation of trafficking via Central Asia and then analyses the interests for which 
governments, traffickers and local residents competed and the motives of their violence.  Finally, it explores the influence 
the interaction between interests and violence had on politics, economies and societies of Central Asian states.
Key Words：drug trafficking, interest and violence, regional order, Central Asia
SOE of China with Overcapacity and its Increasing Debt, Causing Deflationary
Pressure on the World Economy and Sustainability of its Financial System
Kazuo TORITANI
　IMF, in its half a year periodic report, Global Financial Report, published in April 2016, expressed deep concern 
about economic viability of China, facing deadly overcapacity of SOE and drastically increasing debt, that leads to 
deflational pressure on the world economy.  In this paper, firstly, focusing on international investment position of China, 
whether the type of crisis East Asian countries faced in 1997 will take place in China will be examined.  Then, analyzing 
economic presence of China in the world economy, whether overcapacity of China’s SOE and its mounting debt may 
come to the worst case of ‘Minsky Moment’ will be argued.
Key Words：Chinese Economy, State-owned Enterprise, Overproduction Capacity, Non-Performing Loan, Financial 
Crisis
Analyses of Thesis Title from the Faculty for the Study of Contemporary Society
Yuki MARUNO
　Students in the Faculty for the Study of Contemporary Society acquire a wide range of knowledge in contemporary 
society.  Since the curriculum in this faculty covers a variety of areas including sociology, economics, psychology, and 
information science, students pursue a myriad of topics in their theses.
　In this paper, the thesis titles from the Faculty for the Study of Contemporary Society were analyzed.
Key Words：Faculty for the Study of Contemporary Society, Thesis Title, Word Cloud, Network Analysis.
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Requirements to organize the group activities for the elderly focusing on the community types
In the case of “Fureai Ikiiki” saloon activity at Sakaide city in Kagawa
Masae OKAZAKI
　This paper aims to analysis the requirement to organize the group activities for the elderly focusing on the community 
types.
　Area tape was typology by the investigated population transition and housing map investigated from materials of A 
city in Sikoku.
　Establishment requirement of the salon was precipitated 3important matter from the article in the action plan and 
activity report of the organization of 99 salon of the action plan and activity report interview investigation to social 
welfare council of staff.
　Area type was typology by Depopulation type region mix type region and new town type region.  The establishment 
of the “fereai ikiiki” salon leader territorial relationship 3important matter of the site has been deposited.
　Depopulation type region activities that are focused on territorial relationships with in the community mix type region 
bases new town type region is important training of leader. 
　Local organizing activity by encouraging in accordance with local characteristic can be performed easily established, 
it is possible to be continued activity.
Key Words： Community, “fereai ikiiki” salon, care prevention
Development of Open-Source Movements and IT Education at Kyoto Women’s University
Hideo KONAMI
　At 2000, the Faculty for the Study of Contemporary Society was founded at Kyoto Women’s University.  This note 
describes a brief history of the education on information technique （IT） at the faculty, and also describes the 
development of an open-source community “Ruby Kansai” which has provided an active communication space for IT 
engineers and researchers, and students in Kansai area.
Key Words：Kyoto Women’s University, Faculty for the Study of Contemporary Society, Ruby Education of 
Programming,  Ruby-Kansai, IT-Community,  Open Source
An Invitation to the Ethics of Sexual Consent: From ‘No Means No to `Yes Means Yes’
Satoshi EGUCHI
　In this paper, I invite you to a philosophical analysis of “Sexual Consent”.  After briefly reviewing notorious “Rape 
Myths”, I will show the world of so-called “Pick-Up Artists” in 2000’s and the social concerns about their practice.  Next 
I will introduce the “Affirmative Consent” movements of 2010’s.  I introduce and try to analyze the importance of legacy 
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of Antioch College’s “Sexual Offense Prevention Policy” （1992） in reference to the standard “Informed Consent Model” 
in medical practices, and show how complicated and difficult the problem of “sexual consent” is.
Key Words：sexual consent, sexual offense, PUA, rape myths, the philosophy of sex
